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Germaine Koh 
SeeSawSeat  

Aluminum and ipe hardwood 
Commissioned by the City of Vancouver Public Art Program  

in partnership with TransLink  
 
What is SeeSawSeat? 
SeeSawSeat is a public artwork by Germaine Koh that crosses a bus bench with a teeter-
totter.  Waiting for the bus is transformed from a passive pause into a modest social 
activity.  Made of wood and metal and resembling the benches in Vancouver’s bus shelters, 
the artwork is located in close proximity to an existing transit shelter with an integral 
bench making the visual references clear.  
 
A transit bench as teeter-totter creates a playful situation full of possibilities for interaction 
and negotiation. Uncomfortable when used by only one person, the artwork is best 
experienced with another person and thus becomes a tool for whimsical social exchange.  
 
How does it work? 
SeeSawSeat is built with the fulcrum of the bench slightly to one side, so that when the 
bench is unoccupied, it drops to one side, a clear sign that it is not a fixed bench. The 
highest point of the 8-foot-long bench is approximately 28” above grade when fully tilted. 
 



Where is SeeSawSeat? 
The site for SeeSawSeat is near the south-east corner of Main Street and 51st Avenue East, 
near Sunset Community Centre. The piece is located on Main Street near the northbound 
transit shelter and directly across from the southbound transit shelter. 
 
How did it get here? 
SeeSawSeat was one of three public art projects developed through the Main Street Urban 
Transportation Showcase (UTS), a plan to encourage reduction of greenhouse gas 
emissions and more energy efficient transportation practices by improving pedestrian and 
transit services along Main Street. As part of the Main Street UTS, an art plan was created 
which led to the commissioning of three public art projects to be installed in the Main 
Street corridor, including temporary artworks for three Main Street articulated trolley 
buses.  Artists were selected by a panel consisting of three art professionals, and one 
representative each from TransLink and City of Vancouver. 
 
How much did it cost to produce SeeSawSeat? 
Cost of fabrication and installation of SeeSawSeat was $30,580. This includes the concrete 
footing and installation of rubber surfacing; base, housing, and bracket fabrication; bench 
and bumper fabrication and installation; structural engineering; signage; and 
documentation. Funding was provided one third each by Transport Canada, TransLink, and 
the City of Vancouver. 
 
Can I play on SeeSawSeat?  
Yes, members of the public over the age of five years old are invited to engage with the 
artwork. The piece complies with the Children’s Playspaces and Equipment Guidelines 
(CAN/CSA-Z614-14 and associated clauses regarding layout and surfacing) and has passed 
safety inspections. Secured to the underside of each seat is a shock absorbing material that 
is a dense rubber, while a rubberized safety surface surrounds the work. Unfortunately, 
fulcrum see-saws are not recommended for children under five. 
 
Who is the artist? 
Germaine Koh is a Canadian visual artist based in Vancouver. Her work is concerned with 
the significance of everyday actions, familiar objects and common places. Her projects in 
public space seek to create moments of real connection between people and with the 
environment around them.  
 
Koh has shown extensively across Canada, and at international venues such as BALTIC 
(Newcastle), De Appel (Amsterdam), Para/Site Art Space (Hong Kong), Frankfurter 
Kunstverein, Seoul Museum of Art, Artspace (Sydney), The British Museum (London), and 
the Sydney and Liverpool Biennials. She was a recipient of the 2010 Shadbolt Foundation 
VIVA Award and a finalist for the 2004 Sobey Art Award. Formerly an Assistant Curator of 
Contemporary Art at the National Gallery of Canada, she is also an independent curator, 
cofounder of the independent record label weewerk, and sessional faculty at Emily Carr 
University of Art + Design.  
 



From 2012 to 2015 Koh was Artist in Residence at the Elm Park Field House within the 
Vancouver Park Board Field House Residency Program, where she realized the project 
League, which gathers members of the community to play invented games and sports as a 
practice of creative problem-solving in public space. 
 
For more information contact publicart@vancouver.ca.  


